Spring 2013 Staff Development Opportunity!

Cultural Dialogues for Staff Development:
Serving the Saudi Arabian student Community

The members of the CSUC Faculty Staff Internationalization Task Force are sponsoring a Staff Development workshop to better understand the experiences of Saudi Arabian students on campus, to explore ways of incorporating Saudi student perspectives into university services, and broadly consider how these students may be better served on campus.

CSUC University staff will benefit from this presentation by developing an increased awareness of the needs, aspirations, and challenges, including gender roles and cultural identity, of Saudi students. They will have an opportunity to dialogue directly with Saudi students about their experiences on campus and suggestions for targeted support.

The format of the workshop will be highly interactive, incorporating small and large group discussion, a brief lecture, presentation by a diverse group of Saudi panelists, and a question and answer period.

The workshop will take place on April 3, 2013 from 10-11:30 in Colusa 100A.

No registration required. Please join us!

The CSUC Faculty Staff Internationalization Task Force has been working campus-wide to educate and raise awareness among faculty and staff to understand and develop the skills to work successfully with and effectively teach an increasingly culturally and linguistically diverse student population.

For more information, email mrthompson@csuchico.edu or call 898-4196
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